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who looks out dreams, who looks inside awakens

The Next Door não é somente um jogo.
é algo a ser experimentado.
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Fun little oceanic adventure with a slightly dark atmosphere. From the moment I began playing this game I thought that there
was something odd going on. It involves finding out how the game works, especially if you are a stubborn mule like myself and
refuse to look at the tips, and/or, help section. It requires the player to think somewhat, once you begin to understand the game it
becomes satisfying to continue to do well. I personally enjoy the visuals and the sound. Repeating levels that I died on also did
not seem as laborious, alternatively, I found myself determined.. More difficult than War for the Deep with a better story that's
interesting. Allied characters follow you if they stay alive as NPCs.. Well. Something was eventually produced. Nothing like was
originally shown or promised. Very unfortunate that some one/some people on the team took it over, pushed it in another
direction, then when that crapped out since it completely changed the scope, decided to leave one or a few of the remaining
team hanging in the wind. It's just not good. Maybe this should go back to the drawing board back to the originally posted videos
of what it could have been with actiony vehicle, bases and people.. Please make it possible to change the graphics, sounds and
music to the old windows ones most of us grew up with.. Dead Game. Look into Wild West Online if you are wanting a good
western game. It is not on steam unfortunately. Worth taking a look on their forums they released a new version of the game
since players complained and unlike this developer who took the money and ran when people wrote negative reviews they
instead tore down the old system and built a new one to support what the players wanted.. Hella trippy and amazing. Imagine the
feeling you get in your brain when you ejaculate and multiply that by a factor of approximately 900000. It is insane. Insanely
good. Hell yes I recommend this♥♥♥♥♥♥
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The best thing I can say about this game, is that its a complete asset flip of assets on the unity and unreal engine store, and its at
best, a lazy port of the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ mobile game. Do not buy. Play either Train Simulator, OpenBVE, or another train simulator
if you want real train simulation. Don't waste your money. Thankfully I got a refund.. Absolutely amazing game. Just don't use
the cover system.

The sense of scale is amazing, the combat is more like a puzzle than a straight-up slugfest, and the depth of content is decent.

Highly suggested.. Good for stress relief. Pretty fun game. Reminded me of Unruly Ghouls a little bit. It's a pretty easy game to
pick up and play and have some fun. It's not scary.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Yh83S3wKncY. --------Dont Buy This Game----------

This game is just another vr game that you pay 1$ and just play it one time.
Its cool and all but its one ride and it only lasts 1 minute so its not worth it

2\/10

should be free!!. Absolutely love the game so far, haven't come into any of the glitches or problems people are talking about.
Game runs smooth, zero crashes so far knock on wood.

The game is kinda confusing at the beginning because the tutorial isn't the greatest (you need to just jump in and play around
with everything to get a feel for what things do)

Are there things that developers need to fix? sure but what game in Early Access game doesn't need it. The art style is beautiful,
the UI is kind of clunky when trying to distinguish what from what but other than that great game.

all in all if you want to be a part of a community and help the devs with their bugs to help make this game the best that it can be
then join us all and help out.

I would give that a rating of "Give it a go"
and if you don't like what you see you can always refund it.
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